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Honorable Celia G. Gamrath
Presiding

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

PLAINTIFFS’ ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION
Pursuant to the Court’s direction at the April 21, 2021 Conference, Plaintiffs submit the
following four alternative proposals regarding their pending motion for Class Certification. These
alternative proposals seek to address issues the Court raised at the March 4, 2021 Hearing and the
April 21, 2021 Conference with regard to Plaintiffs’ proposed class certification. Plaintiffs submit
that the Court could adopt one or more of these alternative proposals in its class certification order.
For ease of reference, Plaintiffs’ proposed classes are as follows:


All current owners of CME Class B shares, except for (1) business entities that are
identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following rules:
Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and
(2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees,
and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders)
of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.



All current owners of CBOT Class B memberships, except for (1) business entities
that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and
Rule 106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by,
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officers, employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the
Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.
The corporate Members excluded from the class would be defined as CMEG itself defines
these

members

in

CMEG’s

applicable

rules.

See

Exhibit

A

(https://www.cmegroup.com/company/membership/corporate.html). And the class would thus
include what CMEG itself describes as “individual members” of CME and CBOT.
(https://www.cmegroup.com/company/membership/individual/cme.html#). See Exhibit B.
Proposal 1 – The Court Could Certify a Damages-Only Class For Now
Plaintiffs would have no objection to the Court certifying the proposed classes at this time
solely to pursue damages, while reserving decision on whether to permit Plaintiffs or any class to
pursue injunctive or declaratory relief. As Plaintiffs have explained, Delaware law, which controls
here, expressly permits an award of personal damages as a remedy for breach of a corporate charter
contract. See, e.g., Fletcher Int’l, Ltd. v. Ion Geophysical Corp., C.A. No. 5109-CS, 2013 WL
6327997, at *1 (Del. Ch. Dec. 4, 2013) (awarding damages for breach of a consent right); Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc. v. Spanish Broadcasting Sys., Inc., 2014 WL 718430, at *8 (Del. Ch. Feb.
25, 2014) (noting, in a breach of contract case brought by equity holders in preferred stock, that
“at least one measure of damages supported by the Plaintiffs—a hypothetical consent fee—is a
proper measure of contract, rather than equitable, damages.”); see also Cedarview Opportunities
Master Fund, L.P. v. Spanish Broadcasting Sys., Inc., C.A. No. 2017-0785-AGB, 2018 WL
4057012, at *12 (Del. Ch. Aug. 27, 2018) (noting, in a breach of contract case brought by holders
of Series B preferred stock, that “money damages in the form of a hypothetical consent fee” is a
cognizable theory of compensable damages).
Here, Plaintiffs contend that Defendants violated the Core Rights of CME and CBOT
members in the proposed class (1) by opening a new trading floor at the Aurora Data Center that
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is not exclusive to members (the “Trading Floor Claim”); and (2) by allowing unlimited numbers
of non-member traders under Corporate Memberships to trade at member rates, as well as by
providing volume-based discounts that undermined any incentive to purchase or lease
memberships (the “Fee Claim”), without consent through member votes. Plaintiffs contend that
these violations of their Core Rights—and specifically the violations of the requirement that
Defendants obtain member consent to approve decisions impacting members’ Core Rights—
damaged members by (a) depriving members of the substantial monetary payments that they would
have demanded in order to vote to approve modifications of their Core Rights, (b) diminishing the
value of members’ Class B shares, and/or (c) for those members who have leased out their seats
to others during the breaches, causing these members to lose lease income during the class period
when demand for memberships was reduced. As set forth in Dr. Arnold’s expert report, there are
well-established methodologies for reasonably estimating the damages sustained by the the
members of the proposed classes.
Because of the issues raised by the Court, Plaintiffs are not at this time seeking certification
of classes to pursue declaratory or injunctive relief. Plaintiffs have sought declaratory or injunctive
relief on a class-wide basis only in the event that damages are found to be an inadequate remedy
for Defendants’ breaches of the Core Rights. See Am. Food Mgmt., Inc. v. Henson, 105 Ill.App.3d
141, 147 (5th Dist. 1982) (noting that injunctive relief is only available when damages are
inadequate as a remedy). Because Plaintiffs contend that Defendants’ conduct permanently
changed Defendants’ business and has substantially destroyed the value of owning a membership,
any claim for declaratory or injunctive relief may be mooted if Plaintiffs prevail on their liability
and damages theories.
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Although Plaintiffs do not at this time anticipate that there will be any need for injunctive
or declaratory relief after trial, Plaintiffs do not yet know what arguments Defendants may make
to limit the scope of their damages claims, or how the trial court will respond to any such
arguments. Should Plaintiffs seek injuctive relief after trial, whether individually or on a classwide basis, they would need to do so through a motion brought after the completion of the damages
trial, and only if Plaintiffs are successful in proving liability in this case. It is well within the
Court’s power to certify a damages class while declining to certify, or reserving decision on
whether to certify, a declaratory or injunctive relief class. See Brooks v. Midas-Int’l Corp., 47
Ill.App.3d 266, 277 (5th Dist. 1977) (certifying a damages class while declining to certify an
injunctive relief class).
Proposal 2 – The Court Could Provide Notice and a Chance to Intervene to Corporate
Members
The Court has also raised issues about proceeding with a class action involving relief that
could potentially impact non-class members, without the non-class members being represented in
the action. Specifically, the Court and all parties have noted that some of the Corporate Members
of CME and CBOT excluded from the class definition may be opposed to Plaintiffs’ claims and/or
to the relief that Plaintiffs seek because of business relationships they have with CMEG apart from
their membership interests. Plaintiffs have previously explained why Defendants’ counsel
implicitly represent the interests of such potentially adverse Corporate Members, and therefore
why such concerns pose no genuine obstacle to class certification as Plaintiffs have proposed.
Reply at 2.1

1

Moreover, any concerns about the potential impact the result of this case could have on nonparties would be substantially reduced if the Court solely certifies a damages class, and reserves
decision until after trial on whether to cerify a class for purposes of seeking declaratory or
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To the extent the Court desires to have participants in the litigation who expressly represent
the interests of CME and CBOT Corporate Members, it would be well within the Court’s power
to certify Plaintiffs’ proposed class(es) of current, non-corporate Class B shareholders, and upon
certification, require Plaintiffs to provide notice not only to class members, but also to the excluded
Corporate Members. See, e.g., Lee v. Buth-Na-Bodhaige, Inc., 2019 IL App (5th) 180033 ¶ 36
(5th Dist. 2019) (ordering plaintiff’s counsel to provide notice to absent settlement class members).
Providing such notice would give the excluded, potentially adverse, Corporate Members the
opportunity to intervene in the litigation if they believe their interests are not already represented
by the existing parties, or to affirmatively elect to have their claims and interests represented by
Class Counsel.
It is well within the Court’s power to allow non-parties to intervene when the intervenor’s
“claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or fact in common.” 735 ILCS 5/2408; see also In re Estate of Mueller, 275 Ill.App.3d 128, 139 (“Permissive intervention is subject
to the court’s discretion . . . .”). Other courts have done this when faced with similar situations,
where a plaintiff’s proposed class did not include all parties with a possible interest in the litigation.
See, e.g., Basile v. Valeant Pharmaceutical Int’l, Inc., SACV 14-2004-DOC (KES), 2017 WL
3641591, *15 (C.D. Cal., Mar. 15, 2017). And, in the mass tort and antitrust contexts, individual
claimants who are not part of a class—whether because they have opted out, or because the class
is defined to exclude their particular claims—routinely litigate their claims on a consolidated basis
in parallel with class claims.

injunctive relief. The Defendants raised issues about the exclusion or inclusion of Corporate
Members primarily because of the impact that class-wide declaratory or injunctive relief could
have on non-class members. But a damage award for the class, without more, would at most
have only tangential impacts on non-class members.
5
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Providing additional notice and giving non-parties a chance to intervene (collectively or
individually) would both achieve the efficiencies of a class action while allowing all interested
parties the chance to be heard before the Court orders any form of relief, whether limited to
damages or also including possible declaratory or injunctive relief at a later date. The notice and
intervention opportunity would also alleviate any concerns regarding the due process rights of nonparties in the event that the eventual relief ordered by the Court might arguably impact them. A
draft proposed notice to class members and excluded Corporate Members is attached as Exhibit C.
Proposal 3 – The Court Could Certify Liability-Only Classes For Now
Plaintiffs believe that adopting Proposals 1 and 2 would more than adequately address the
questions raised by the Court about the interests of the Corporate Members, and would provide
appropriate mechanisms for proceeding to trial in this case as expeditiously as possible, and in the
manner most likely to avoid the need for numerous trials of individual plaintiffs’ claims. Another
alternative that the Court could consider would be to certify a class solely on liability, and hold a
classwide liability trial first. This alternative would allow the Court to reconsider the need for
remedies-phase subclasses only if Plaintiffs first prevail in whole or in part on liability.
The liability issues that could be tried first could include (1) the Trading Floor claim issue
of whether the Aurora Data Center is a trading floor to which members must have the exclusive
right of access, and (2) the Fee Claim issues of whether Defendants breached the Core Rights by
allowing unlimited non-members to trade at member rates under a corporate membership, and
whether Defendants breached member fee preference rights by creating fee structures that
extended the lowest rates to trading firms based on trading volume without regard to membership
status. See Newberg on Class Actions § 11:8 (5th ed.) (“The efficiencies of the class suit can be
accomplished by trying the defendant’s liability once in the aggregate proceeding while working
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out the subsequent damages, if necessary, either through similar classwide proof or through some
kind of more individualized procedure.”). The Court could adopt this Proposal 3 alone, or in
combination with Proposal 2. That is, the Court could provide notice to excluded Corporate
Members and invite them to intervene if they wish prior to a Trading Floor Claim and/or Fee Claim
liability trial.
This proposal could lead to certain inefficiencies, including the need for multiple trials and
multiple periods of class notice, and those inefficiencies may outweigh the advantages.
Nonetheless, a relatively early trial that resulted in a clear, definitive answer on the core liability
issues—and particularly the central issue of whether the Aurora Data Centere is a trading floor—
could well facilitate a more expeditious resolution of the entire dispute, and would certainly be
preferable to denial of class certification altogether. For those reasons, Plaintiffs have included it
here as an option, even though its inefficiencies make it inferior to Proposal 1.
Proposal 4 – The Court Could Certify Separate Division and Lessor Subclasses
At the March 4, 2021 Hearing, the parties also discussed whether it is necessary for the
Court to certify separate classes based on each of the separate divisions of CME and CBOT
membership. Plaintiffs do not believe such subclasses are necessary, because the Core Rights
apply to each division of membership equally, and thus Plaintiffs and their counsel can adequately
represent the interests of all divisions of membership. See Mot. at 1; Reply at 7. To the extent
that the Court agrees with Defendants that a potential conflict exists among members of different
divisions, for example regarding which remedy or remedies the Class should pursue, see Opp. Br.
at 29-30, 35, the Court could still certify subclasses broken out by division instead of outright
denying class certification. See Greene v. Emersons Ltd., 86 F.R.D. 47, 61 (S.D.N.Y.1980)
(“While differing interests among class members may ultimately surface, the greater weight of
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recent authority militates against denying class certification on that ground, at least at this stage of
the proceedings.”); see also Newberg on Class Actions § 7:30 (5th ed.) (“If subclassing is only
necessary after defendant’s liability has been established, it may be deferred until such time, and
indeed subclassing often comes into play at the relief stage when conflicts arise over the
distribution of damages.”). Potential subclasses by division are identified in the attached Exhibit
D.
At the same hearing, the Court also heard arguments about whether distinct damages
remedies may be appropriate for members who, like the proposed Class Representatives, leased
out their Class B seats to others during the breach period. Plaintiffs disagree with this argument,
because Plaintiffs’ proposed classwide damages methodology—based on a hypothetical
negotiation model that draws factual support from real-world examples of consent payments made
in similar circumstances—would fairly compensate all class members regardless of whether they
traded on or leased their seats, or both, during the class period. Nevertheless, the Court could
certify separate damages subclasses for non-corporate members who leased their seats. Potential
subclasses for such non-corporate members are identified in the attached Exhibit D.
In the event the Court certifies any subclasses beyond those requested in Plaintiffs’ moving
papers, Plaintiffs respectfully request a brief period to move for leave to appoint additional Class
Representatives who are members of each certified subclass.
Dated: May 4, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
SHELDON LANGER
RONALD M. YERMACK
LANCE R. GOLDBERG
ROBERT PROSI
GERALD PETROW

By:
One of Their Attorneys
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Suyash Agrawal
Matt Reedy
Massey & Gail LLP
Cook County Firm No. 56232
50 E. Washington Street, Suite 400
Chicago, Illinois 60602
(312) 283-1590 main
sagrawal@masseygail.com
mreedy@masseygail.com
Robert S. Safi (admitted under ILL. S. CT. R. 707)
IL ARDC# 6314817
SUSMAN GODFREY L.L.P.
1000 Louisiana Street – Suite 5100
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 651-9366 main
rsafi@susmangodfrey.com
Parker C. Folse III (admitted under ILL. S. CT. R. 707)
IL ARDC # 6334943
Stephen E. Morrissey (admitted under ILL. S. CT. R. 707)
IL ARDC# 6314877
SUSMAN GODFREY L.L.P.
1201 Third Avenue – Suite 3800
Seattle, WA 98101-3000
(206) 516-3880 main
pfolse@susmangodfrey.com
smorrissey@susmangodfrey.com
Mark Hatch-Miller (admitted under ILL. S. CT. R. 707)
IL ARDC# 6323352
Nicholas C. Carullo (admitted under ILL. S. CT. R. 707)
IL ARDC# 6331667
SUSMAN GODFREY L.L.P.
1301 Avenue of the Americas, 32nd Fl.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 336-8332 direct
mhatch-miller@susmangodfrey.com
ncarullo@susmangodfrey.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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PROOF OF SERVICE
Pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rules 11 and 131, the undersigned, an attorney, certifies
that he served the foregoing instrument by transmitting it via e-mail on May 4, 2021 from Chicago,
Illinois to the following designated e-mail addresses of record for Defendants’ counsel, who have
consented to e-mail service:
Albert L. Hogan III, Esq.
al.hogan@skadden.com

Marcella L. Lape, Esq.
marcella.lape@skadden.com

Suyash Agrawal
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION
SHELDON LANGER, RONALD M.
YERMACK, LANCE R. GOLDBERG,
ROBERT PROSI, GERALD PETROW,
individually on behalf of themselves and all
others similarly situated,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
v.
CME GROUP, INC., a Delaware Corporation;
THE BOARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF
CHICAGO, INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

No. 2014 CH 00829

Calendar 6

Honorable Celia G. Gamrath
Presiding

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION
PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY. IF
YOU ARE A CLASS MEMBER, YOUR RIGHTS WILL BE AFFECTED BY
A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT PENDING IN THIS COURT. THIS
NOTICE ADVISES YOU OF YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THE CLASS
ACTION.
This Notice is being sent pursuant to the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure, 735 ILCS 5/2-801
through 5/2-807, and the Order of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois County
Department, Chancery Division (“the Court”) to inform you: (i) of a class action lawsuit that is
now pending in the Court under the caption Langer, et al. v. CME Group, Inc., et al., Case No.
2014 CH 00829 (the “Action”) against Defendants CME Group, Inc. (“CME”) and The Board of
Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. (“CBOT”), and (ii) that the Action has been certified by the
Court to proceed as a class action on behalf of two Sub-Classes.
1. The “Sub-Classes” as certified by the Court, consist of the below, excluding any person
or entity listed in Paragraph 2:
All current owners of CME Class B shares; and
All current owners of CBOT Class B memberships.
2. Excluded from the Sub-Classes are:
(1) Business entities that are identified by CME or CBOT as having membership
status under any of the following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule
106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who
1
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are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and directors (other than those directors
elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG; and
3. This Notice is directed to you because you may be a member of one of the Sub-Classes.
If you are a member of one of the Sub-Classes, your rights will be affected by this
Action. If you are uncertain whether you are a member of one of the Sub-Classes, contact
Class Counsel listed in paragraph 20 below, or your own attorney.
4. This Notice is not an admission by Defendants or an expression of any opinion of the
Court concerning the merits of the Action, or a finding by the Court that the claims
asserted by the Class Representatives (the claims are described in paragraphs 7 through 9
below; “Class Representatives” is defined in paragraph 7 below) are valid. This Notice is
intended solely to advise you of the pendency of the Action and of your rights in
connection with it. There is no judgment, settlement or monetary recovery at this time.
Defendants have denied Class Representatives’ claims and contend that they are not
liable for the alleged harm.
5. The Sub-Class definitions are subject to change by the Court.
6. PLEASE NOTE: This Action is brought only on behalf of current owners of CME
Class B shares and CBOT Class B memberships excluding the persons or entities listed in
Paragraph 2 above. If you are a current owner of CME Class B shares and CBOT Class
B memberships that has been excluded from the Sub-Classes and wish to determine
whether you have a cause of action with respect to the claims described in paragraph 7
through 9 below, you should consult with your own attorney as soon as possible. Also,
please see paragraphs 23 through 25 below.
OVERVIEW AND STATUS OF THIS ACTION
7. This lawsuit has been brought by five plaintiffs (“the Class Representatives”),
individually and as representatives of Sub-Classes of certain Class B shareholders in
CME and Class B members of CBOT.
8. The lawsuit alleges that Defendants CME and CBOT have breached their obligations to
the Sub-Classes by denying the members of the Sub-Classes the best and most proximate
access to the Globex electronic trading platform at the Aurora Data Center (“ADC”), by
denying the members of the Sub-Classes the right to trade the full range of CME Group
products on Globex at member rates, and by requiring the members of the Sub-Classes to
pay certain fees for colocation at the ADC.
9. The Class Representatives further allege that Defendants violated the Sub-Classes’ rights
by allowing Electronic Corporate Members and, on information and belief, other nonmember customers to exercise the trading rights and privileges of exchange members
without purchasing or leasing seats on the exchange, and by providing preferential fees to
certain non-member customers. Class Representatives seek damages at this time.
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10. Defendants deny that they have breached any obligations to the Sub-Classes and deny
that the Class Representatives or members of the Sub-Classes have suffered damages.
11. The Action was commenced on January 15, 2014. Defendants moved to dismiss on the
First Amended Class Action Complaint October 3, 2014. On September 1, 2015 the
Court issued an Order denying Defendants’ first motion to dismiss. On April 10, 2017
Defendants moved to dismiss the Second Amended Class Action Complaint. On March
26, 2018 the Court denied Defendants’ second motion to dismiss.
12. On November 22, 2019 the Class Representatives filed a motion for class certification.
Following briefing on the motion and oral argument, on ________ the Court issued an
Order granting the class certification motion.
YOUR RIGHTS AS A CLASS MEMBER
13. A class action is a type of lawsuit in which one or several individuals or entities prosecute
claims on behalf of all members of a group of similarly situated persons and entities (i.e.,
the class) to obtain monetary or other relief for the benefit of the entire group. Class
actions avoid the necessity of each member of a class having to file his, her, or its own
separate lawsuit to obtain relief. Class actions are used to decide legal and factual issues
that are common to all members of a class.
14. If you are a current owner of CME Class B shares and CBOT Class B memberships that
has not been excluded from the Sub-Classes, you are a member of one of the SubClasses. If you are a member of the Sub-Classes, you have the right to decide whether to
remain a member of the Sub-Classes.
15. If you wish to be excluded from the one of the Sub-Classes, you must request exclusion
in accordance with the procedure set forth in paragraph 17 below. If you want to remain a
member of one of the Sub-Classes, you do not need to do anything at this time other than
maintain ownership over your CME Class B share or CBOT Class B membership. If you
do nothing, and you are a member of one of the Sub-Classes Class, you will stay in the
Sub-Class. Your decision is important for the following reasons:
a. If you remain a member of one of the Sub-Classes, you will be bound by all
past, present and future orders and judgments in the Action, whether favorable or
unfavorable. If any money is awarded to the sub-Classes, either through a
settlement with Defendants or a judgment of the Court after a trial, you may be
eligible to receive a share of that award. However, if you remain a member of one
of the Sub-Classes, you may not pursue a lawsuit on your own behalf with regard
to any of the issues in this Action. Please note that if you remain a member of one
of the Sub-Classes, you will not be personally responsible for Class Counsel’s
attorneys’ fees or costs. Class Counsel have agreed to represent the Sub-Classes
on a contingent fee basis, which means that they will be awarded fees and costs
to be approved by the Court only if they succeed in obtaining a recovery from one
or more Defendants. Any attorneys’ fees for Class Counsel will be awarded by the
Court from the settlement or judgment, if any, obtained on behalf of the Sub3
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Classes. As a member of one of the Sub-Classes, you will be represented by Class
Counsel. Alternatively, you may remain a member of one of the Sub-Classes and
elect to be represented by counsel of your own choosing. If you do retain separate
counsel, you will be responsible for attorneys’ fees and expenses and that attorney
must enter an appearance on your behalf by filing a Notice of Appearance with
the Court and mailing it to representative Class Counsel at the address set forth in
paragraph below 17 on or before ___________, 2021
b. If you choose to be excluded from the Sub-Classes, you will not be bound by
any judgment in this Action, nor will you be eligible to share in any recovery that
might be obtained in this Action. You will retain any right you have to
individually pursue any legal rights, if any, that you may have against any
Defendants with respect to the claims asserted in the Action. Please note, if you
decide to exclude yourself from one of the Sub-Classes, you may be time-barred
from asserting the claims covered by the Action by a statute of repose. Please
refer to paragraphs 17 through 19 below if you would like to be excluded from
the Sub-Classes.
16. Members of the Sub-Classes will be eligible to participate in any recovery that might be
obtained in the Action. Although this Notice is not intended to suggest any likelihood that
members of the Sub-Classes will recover any money, should there be a recovery, SubClass Members will be required to submit a claim form demonstrating their membership
in one of the Sub-Classes. No money or benefits are available now and there is no
guarantee that money or benefits will be obtained. If they are, Sub-Class Members will be
notified regarding how to obtain a share.
HOW TO BE EXCLUDED FROM THE SUB-CLASSES
17. If you wish to be excluded from the Sub-Classes, you must specifically request exclusion
in accordance with the following procedures. To exclude yourself from the Sub-Classes,
you must send a letter by first-class mail stating that you “request exclusion from the
Class in Langer, et al. v. CME Group, Inc., et al., Case No. 2014 CH 00829.” Your
request must: (i) state the name, address and telephone number of the person or entity
requesting exclusion, and, in the case of entities, the name and telephone number of the
appropriate contact person; (ii) state whether you own a CME Class B share or a CBOT
Class B membership and the details of that share or membership; and (iii) be signed by
the person or entity requesting exclusion or an authorized representative, accompanied by
proof of authorization. You must mail your exclusion request, postmarked by no later
than _______________, 2021, to:
CME Group Class Litigation
c/o Stephen Morrissey
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 3800
Seattle, WA 98101-3000
(206) 516-3880
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You cannot exclude yourself from the Sub-Classes by telephone or by e-mail, and a
request for exclusion shall not be effective unless it contains all the information called for
by this paragraph and is postmarked by the date stated above, or is otherwise accepted by
the Court.
18. If your request for exclusion complies with the requirements set forth above, the Court
will exclude you from the Sub-Classes, you will not be bound by any orders or judgment
in this Action, and you will not be eligible to share in any recovery that might be obtained
in this Action.
19. Do not request exclusion from the Sub-Classes if you wish to participate in this Action as
a member of one of the Sub-Classes.
CLASS COUNSEL
20. As a member of one of the Sub-Classes, you will be represented by Class Counsel, who
are:
Parker C. Folse
Stephen E. Morrissey
SUSMAN GODFREY LLP
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 3800
Seattle, WA 98101-3000
(206) 516-3880

Suyash Agrawal
Hillary Weis Coustan
MASSEY & GAIL LLP
50 East Washington Street, Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60602
(312) 283-1590

Mark Hatch-Miller
Nicholas C. Carullo
SUSMAN GODFREY LLP
1301 Ave. of the Americas, 32d. Fl.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 336-8332

Robert S. Safi
SUSMAN GODFREY LLP
1000 Louisiana St # 5100
Houston, TX 77002
(713) 651-9366

21. If you want to be represented by your own lawyer, you may hire one at your own
expense. If you do retain your own lawyer, such counsel must enter an appearance on
your behalf by filing a Notice of Appearance in this Action.
22. As noted above, unless you elect to retain your own personal lawyer, if you remain in the
one of the Sub-Classes, you will not have any direct obligations to pay the costs of the
litigation. If there is a recovery by the Sub-Classes, all costs and expenses of the Action,
including Class Counsel’s attorneys’ fees, will be paid from that recovery in an amount
approved by the Court.
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TO: ALL CURRENT OWNERS OF CME CLASS B SHARES OR CBOT CLASS B
MEMBERSHIPS WHO ARE BUSINESS ENTITIES THAT ARE IDENTIFIED BY
CMEG AS HAVING MEMBERSHIP STATUS UNDER ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
RULES: RULE 106.F, RULE 106.J, RULE 106.H, RULE 106.I, RULE 106.R, AND RULE
106.S
23. As set forth above, the Sub-Classes that have been certified in this case exclude owners
of CME Class B shares or CBOT Class B memberships that are identified by CMEG as
having membership status under any of the following rules: Rule 106, Rule 106.F, Rule
106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S (“Corporate Members”).
24. Defendants contend that, in the event that the Sub-Classes succeed in whole or in part in
their claims, the rights of Corporate Members may be affected.
25. The Court is providing this notice to all Corporate Members. You may have a right to
seek to intervene with separate counsel in this action to bring your own claims or to elect
to have your interests represented as part of the Sub-Classes. If you are uncertain
whether you are a member of one of the Sub-Classes, contact Class Counsel or your own
attorney.
PLEASE KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT
26. To make sure that you receive any further notices in this Action, you are requested to
mail notice of any changes in your address to:
CME Group Class Litigation
c/o Stephen Morrissey
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 3800
Seattle, WA 98101-3000
(206) 516-3880
27. If this Notice was forwarded to you by the postal service, or if it was otherwise sent to
you at an address that is not current, you should immediately contact Class Counsel at the
address in paragraph 26 above or by calling Class Counsel at the number provided and
provide them with your correct address. If Class Counsel does not have your correct
address, you may not receive any future notices that may be disseminated in this Action.
WHERE YOU CAN FIND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
28. This Notice only provides a summary of the lawsuit and the claims asserted by Class
Representatives. For more detailed information regarding the Action, including a copy of
the operative Complaint, you may contact Class Counsel or visit http://cmelawsuit.com/

ORDERED this __ day of April, 2021
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______________________________
Judge Celia G. Gamrath
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CME Division Subclasses
•

All current owners of CME B1 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business entities
that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following
rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and
(2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and
directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME,
CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CME B2 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business entities
that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following
rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and
(2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and
directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME,
CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CME B3 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business entities
that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following
rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and
(2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and
directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME,
CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CME B4 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business entities
that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following
rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and
(2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and
directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME,
CBOT, or CMEG.

CBOT Division Subclasses
•

All current owners of CBOT B-1 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business
entities that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule
106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers,
employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B
shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CBOT B-2 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business
entities that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule
106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers,
employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B
shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.
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•

All current owners of CBOT B-3 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business
entities that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule
106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers,
employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B
shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CBOT B-4 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business
entities that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule
106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers,
employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B
shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.

•

All current owners of CBOT B-5 Divisions of Membership, except for (1) business
entities that are identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the
following rules: Rule 106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule
106.S, and (2) any current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers,
employees, and directors (other than those directors elected only by the Class B
shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or CMEG.

CME Lessor Subclasses
•

All current owners of CME Class B shares who have leased out their Class B shares at
any point from June 1, 2009 to the present, except for (1) business entities that are
identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following rules: Rule
106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and (2) any
current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and directors
(other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or
CMEG.

•

All current owners of CME Class B shares who have not leased out their Class B shares
at any point from June 1, 2009 to the present, except for (1) business entities that are
identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following rules: Rule
106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and (2) any
current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and directors
(other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or
CMEG.

CBOT Lessor Subclasses
•

All current owners of CBOT Class B shares who have leased out their Class B shares at
any point from June 1, 2009 to the present, except for (1) business entities that are
identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following rules: Rule
106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and (2) any
current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and directors
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(other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or
CMEG.
•

All current owners of CBOT Class B shares who have not leased out their Class B shares
at any point from June 1, 2009 to the present, except for (1) business entities that are
identified by CMEG as having membership status under any of the following rules: Rule
106.F Rule 106.J, Rule 106.H, Rule 106.I, Rule 106.R, and Rule 106.S, and (2) any
current Class B shareholders who are, or are owned by, officers, employees, and directors
(other than those directors elected only by the Class B shareholders) of CME, CBOT, or
CMEG.
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